TASO Volleyball Division Dual Membership Policy
This is a list of the member's rights and responsibilities:
1. A member may join as many chapters as he/she wishes; however, this member must
designate one (1) chapter as his/her primary chapter. The member’s primary chapter
is the chapter where the State Dues were paid. This is the chapter that will provide
the member an initial schedule. No member may accept more than one (1) initial
schedule. The member may close as many dates with the primary chapter as he/she
needs.
2. A member my accept a match from a non-primary chapter provided they contact their
primary scheduling secretary
3. Under no circumstances may a member cancel a match that has been accepted for
another match.
4. Attendance to meetings will be determined by the local chapter's by-laws. Any
ruling rendered by the chapter's board of directors regarding meetings will be upheld
by the TASO State Office. Dual membership is not a reason to miss regular
scheduled meetings in either chapter.
5. All state dues and match reports shall be submitted by the primary chapter.
Additional chapters are responsible for local dues only.
6. Test scores are the responsibility of the primary chapter; however, it is the
responsibility of all additional chapter secretaries to verify that a member has
achieved a test score of at least 70 before assigning any varsity contest to that
member.
7. A member MUST report to all chapter secretaries of his/her status. This status is
either a primary member or a secondary member.
This is a list of the Chapter's rights and responsibilities:

Revised

1.

Maintain records for all members of the primary chapter.

2.

Report any disciplinary action to all non-primary chapters.

3.

Honor any disciplinary action taken by another chapter unless otherwise
specified by the Executive Director of TASO or by his designee.

4.

Coordinate with any other chapter in an effort to best service the chapter, the
member and the schools which we service.

5.

A chapter will determine if the application for membership from a member will be
accepted. Admittance to a chapter is the sole discretion of the Board of Directors of
that chapter, as allowed by law. This right also extends to the development of the
chapters playoff list.
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